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Dear Parents and Carers
It was so lovely to see so many of our pupils in this morning’s assembly! It is great to still be together even when we
can’t all be in the same building.
You have probably heard that the prime minister has announced that it is unlikely that schools will begin to re-open
before the 8th March. Obviously it is disappointing that the half term date originally given is not going to happen
because we are very eager to have all the children back in school as soon as we can. It is at least helpful to know what
will be happening in the immediate future as parents liaise with colleagues and employers and we look at our curriculum
and the aspects best suited to home learning. We have also started the twice weekly lateral flow testing of staff to help
build the picture of community transmission. We are being careful not to let it lull us into a false sense of security though,
and will be maintaining our hygiene practices, use of bubbles and other control measures to minimise the spread of
infection in our school. It is not intended that this should be used in primary schools as an alternative to isolating and
collapsing bubbles in the event of a positive case.
As time goes on we know that there will be even more pressure building on working parents and you have our full
sympathy. We have been very fortunate at this school to have such good cooperation with our parents about taking up
places in school. This time round the numbers have been higher than in the first lockdown, but we have really
appreciated families only booking the sessions they need when the critical worker(s) are working outside the house (or
inside the house on sensitive, confidential calls, for example) and there is not a second adult in the home or a support
bubble/childcare bubble available to help. We also appreciate the two local universities rescinding their letter that their
lecturing staff are critical workers (although I understand not all departments have passed on this change of advice.) By
not taking places for the full week we have been able to offer occasional sessions to those families lower on the priority
list and we want to be able to keep doing this. Marcelle Maver will be revisiting the school provision applications for
after half term, so please make sure the Google form is up to date with information about the precise days needed, the
nature of the role being carried out and – especially - what flexibility there is to drop certain days:
https://forms.gle/LjwG8HbwhMuCnvgn7 Unfortunately due to the pressure on places and our duty to keep numbers as
low as practicable, we may need to start being more rigorous in asking for evidence of shift patterns, precise nature of
COVID response role, etc.
If your child is struggling with accessing remote learning and is finding it hard to engage with home learning, we can
often help. A word with the teacher, some strategies from Jane Hinchliffe, check-ins with Lawrence Nash, a loaned school
computer and modified materials have all proved helpful to other families in the same situation. Please do get in touch
with us if you are struggling! Jane’s email address is jane@raisingfamilies.co.uk or phone the office to ask for a call back.
Mr Nash can be reached via the Worry Box on Google Classroom, lawrencen@shireoak.leeds.sch.uk or again via the
office. Class teachers can be emailed using Google Classroom, via
office@shireoak.leeds.sch.uk or by sending a message on Tapestry
(Reception and Year 1). When Lawrence and I analyse the weekly
returns from the teachers on how well children are responding to
tasks, completing work, participating in online sessions, taking phone
calls, etc. we are very impressed indeed and recognise what a
team effort it is at home to make sure children are able to
understand what to do and organise their time to complete it all. Do
not feel that your children at home are missing out as the children in
school are also doing the work that is set online by their teacher!
This photos shows Ian Martin talking to the children at home whilst
the children in school are working independently.
As well as the fantastic support we receive from our families we are very fortunate to be
so well supported by individuals, companies and organisations locally and further afield at
this time. Some prefer to stay anonymous at the moment, but I can mention that the four
local Sainsburys stores have been supporting us with buying some new Chromebooks so
that we can lend even more out, and also with food for those families that need it. I can

also mention that the Speaking Volumes charity is donating more books for us to use in school and in our mobile library.
Thank you to everyone who supports us emotionally, practically and financially!
Well done to Year 4 who have been continuing their djembe
lessons at home using drums, upturned buckets, boxes or
anything that makes a good sound. Thank you to Avtar Manku
for passing on the videos and resources to help!
I am loving the learning that I see shared on Tapestry, Google
Classroom and by email. It is encouraging to see how children
are tackling both the tasks set by the staff in school as well as
how they are working on their own or with their families to
pursue their interests, practise key skills and learn facts. I am
also immensely pleased to hear about the time children are spending reading – of all the things to be doing at home
right now, this is probably the most valuable. It is the hardest to photograph and share in the newsletter, but that does not
make it any less important. Hopefully we will be able to make it more visible soon: World Book Day is Thursday 4th
March 2021 and we are planning to mark the day with dressing up and other fun activities. We don’t want people
spending money on costumes, so adapting things around the house is the name of the game. As the costumes don’t have to
stand up to a day’s wear in school they can be even
more inventive than usual!
Have a good weekend.

Jane Astrid Devane
janead@shireoak.leeds.sch.uk

Kienna has made a great
start to mixing colours for her
African skies artwork.

Ms Virgin liked the way E
had interpreted the gratitude
rainbow task she set.

 Sophie has worked hard at her African sunset artwork.
I enjoyed reading
Molly’s story that was a
retelling of a Greek
myth.

J has been doing Marvellous Marmalade Maths at
home! Looks delicious and used lots of maths skills.

